
Welcome to the Bleuet Fit Guide! You have come to the right place to achieve comfort &
confidence. We strive to offer sizes for all girls. Here is the best way to find your Bleuet size
that is quick and easy. We follow standard sizing for girl tops, so if your girl wears a size 10,
she’ll wear a Bleuet size 10. Between sizes? We recommend sizing up.

Let’s start here! With her best fitting bra on (no padding please), it’s time to measure! She may
feel excited, embarrassed, weird or downright mortified. Assure her all these feelings are
normal and that this part will be quick and easy. Using a soft measuring tape, measure along
the fullest part of her bust along the nipple line. Keep the tape level and make sure not to
squish the breast. That will give us her overbust measurement. That’s it! Voila. Use this chart
below to convert her measurement to her Bleuet size! Between sizes? We recommend sizing
up.

Prefer associating our sizing with more traditional bra sizing? Great news, our bras
accomodate an AA to C cup. Next let’s check the underbust, which is her band size. The most
common fit issue for girls is wearing a band size that is too big. Whatever first bra style you
choose, the band should fit comfortably around your body. It should feel snug, but not too
tight. Wearing her bra again, this time take a snug measurement around her ribcage, directly
under her breasts and level all around. Use this chart to double check her Bleuet size! Between
sizes? We recommend sizing up.

You did it! The hard work is done. Purchasing our bras online is the perfect way to avoid the
awkwardness of bra shopping. She can try our bras on in the comfort of her bedroom. Our
everyday bras will give you the confidence + comfort that you need for each day. We know you
will love them as much as we do!



We follow standard sizing, so if you wear a size 10, you’ll wear a Bleuet size 10. 

For Band Size: Measure under your breasts around your ribcage. This should be a
snug measurement where the bra band lays.

For Bust Size: Measure around the fullest part of your chest across the nipple line.
We don’t want to measure too tightly or squish the breast tissue.

Bleum Bras  Bleum Racerback Bra

Aster Organic Tank Bra Aster Organic Racerback Bra

Iris Soft Cup Bra



Bleumer Tumble Shorts

Place a tape measure around her waist and hips to obtain her proper fit.  Our performance fabrics
stretches to allow her to run, play and grow. 

Place a tape measure around the largest part of her chest to obtain her bust measurement.  We
follow standard sizing for tops, so if your girl wears a size 10, she’ll wear a Bleuet size 10 .

Bleum Cami


